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FOSSIL
Space Jam

Here is an exciting legacy collection, that we are just so thrilled
about! One can guess what the outcome of a partnership
between a trendy watch brand and Warner Bros. Consumer
Products would entail! Yes, we have much-loved Tune Squad
characters donning our wrists! Including Bugs Bunny and Lola
Bunny, the squad is on the way!
The movie, Space Jam: A New Legacy that made these
characters popular is iconic. Fans now have an opportunity to
relish three collections with limited-edition watches, backpacks,
small leather goods and more. Each collection is super versatile
and unique in its own way. The All Stars Collection of watches and
card cases feature five colourful, limited-edition designs, each
starring a top Tune Squad player - from Bugs Bunny, Lola Bunny,
Tweety to Marvin and Daffy. Trendy silicon straps and etched case
backs add that special touch!

Now we know that the most iconic characters are Bugs Bunny
and Lola Bunny. They find expression in the Slam Dunk Collection.
Don’t miss the bold graphics and iridescent details in the dynamic
designs of this collection. And yes, each design is paired with a
limited-edition bag tag and commemorative coin. But if you’re a
hardcore collector, the Tune Squad Box Set is just right! With
interchangeable straps and swag, this one is too good to be
missed! The highlight is a special-edition watch featuring an
image-changing lenticular dial that depicts your favourite Tune
Squad players!
Each watch has a funky and trendy feel to it. Yet, each is as classy
and timeless as the character it represents! Space Jam by Fossil
merges a fun aesthetic with pop culture icons, resulting in a
versatile and classic piece that will only get more and more
precious as the years go by!
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Dear friends,
More than a year into the pandemic, and we find that
our lives have changed in unimaginable ways. Business
dynamics have changed and many watchmakers have
grappled with the transition to digital functioning. With key
watch fairs going digital, and some of them taking on a
hybrid mode in places that are opening up, we are living
the new normal. However, even in these tough times the
task of innovation and creativity in the new timepieces
has remained.
At the end of this time of transition we can see that
watchmakers have actually made the best of the digital mode, augmenting it with great
value additions. The versatility and the creativity that is the soul of the horological world has
been untouched by the turbulence outside! Newer watches, all with creative designs and
wonderful concepts have made their way into our hearts!
I hope you enjoy the varied spread that we have for you in this issue. We are in the
beginning of the monsoon season, and as of now things are unlocking once more as the
second wave of the pandemic recedes. We will soon have the festive season. Starting with
the occasion of Raksha Bandhan right from August to several festivals one after the other,
there are many occasions that have traditionally been known for gifting. We wish that
demand picks up at these times.
We hope that with increasing vaccination we will ride the wave and emerge strong on
the other side! Till then, I leave you to relish the creativity and ingenuity of the
horological world!
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WATCH TREND

GRAND SEIKO
The Grand Masterpiece
How can one capture the beauty of the night sky on the dial of a watch? Well,
Grand Seiko brings to us a Spring Drive masterpiece, the Seiko 140th Anniversary
Limited Edition that captures the ever-changing yet eternal nature of the night sky
at Achi Village, located high up in the mountains in Japan’s Shinshu region. With its
platinum case and with the glide motion seconds hand that moves silently and
continuously across the deep blue, star speckled dial, this new Grand Seiko
masterpiece successfully captures this glorious natural beauty. It is made by the
Micro Artist Studio and is a limited edition of 50. The Spring Drive manual-winding
caliber 9R02 has been used in the watch.
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SEIKO

Nostalgic Fantasy

Fantasy can be real. This new Presage
timepiece dives into the nostalgic world
of Japanese animation. The watch has
been inspired by the now-classic
fantasy-adventure Japanese animation
film “Castle In The Sky”, which is the first
animation feature from the
world-renowned Japanese animation
studio, Studio Ghibli. The feature film
follows the adventure of a young boy and
girl in search of a legendary floating city
named Laputa.
Of course, elements of the film are
reflected on the watch. The crest on the mystical levitation crystal of the heroine’s pendant is reproduced on the enamel dial,
made by master craftsman Mitsuru Yokosawa and his colleagues. It also finds expression on the glass crown head. The
castle in the sky is illustrated on the caseback just the way it was in the picture taken by the protagonist’s father when he
caught sight of the city. The key chant to the story, “Leetay Latuparita Ulus Aria Los Balu Netoreel” or “save me and revive
the eternal light” in the Laputan language, is also inscribed on the caseback, around the castle. The strap’s back bears the
inscription on the keystone found in the floating castle. The roman numerals, inner ring, retro hands and stitched leather
strap complete the nostalgic atmosphere of this magical and evocative limited edition.
Seiko’s high-performance 6R35 movement, Caliber 6R31 powers the watch. The exhibition case back reveals the fine
finishing of the movement, and the watch is 10 bar water resistant. The watch is offered in a special presentation box with
an illustration of Laputa and carries a card message from the film’s director, Hayao Miyazaki. A true dive into nostalgia!

The Comeback

The world’s biggest and most popular watch fair is back. The
BASELWORLD has a history that goes back over a hundred years! However,
since the past two years there has been a period of introspection. The
last edition was held in 2019, after which the pandemic disrupted the
world as we know it.

The new platform will be ideal for smaller watches and jewellery
manufacturers and gemstone traders who can present their products.
For retailers, the diversity of manufacturers will be ideal. In keeping with
the digitization of business, BASELWORLD will become a digital platform,
supplemented by live events.

But, the master of all fairs is in March/April 2022. This time though there is
a difference as the fair has changed and metamorphosed into a system
that resonates with the requirements of today. Now, BASELWORLD will
primarily be a B2B platform in the mid-range luxury segment. True to its
ethos of being an integral part of the horological community, this futuristic
concept seeks to meet the needs of the entire community in the mid-and
high-end segment of the watch, jewellery and gemstone industry.

The date of BASELWORLD 2022 will be coordinated with the trade fairs
taking place in Geneva at the same time and is intended as an important
supplement and additional platform for the exchange of information between
all the players in the industry, including those who did not participate
in BASELWORLD in the past. It will be the first independent platform that
combines digital and live events.

“After the Corona Pandemic had stalled BASELWORLD over the last two
years, we took a lot of time to talk to our partners and exhibitors,” says
BASELWORLD Managing Director Michel Loris-Melikoff. “One thing became
very clear: the BASELWORLD brand must remain, but it must fundamentally
change.”
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“Everyone will meet on our platform. The brands, the manufacturers, the
retailers, the fans and the media,” explains Michel Loris-Melikoff. “We will
offer attractive conditions and prices for all brands that want to benefit from
this unique platform.”
BASELWORLD is back and the watch world couldn’t be happier!
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FREDERIQUE
CONSTANT
Revisiting the Classics

Frederique Constant is always associated with the true essence of classical
watchmaking. It is not surprising therefore that one of the biggest watch collections
of the brand unite under the name ‘Classics’.
This is indeed an iconic collection with a timeless charm. After all, is that not what
classics are all about? Reimagining and updating classics take on another charm of
its own. The resultant collection is now more modern, stronger, and has a more
contemporary design.
So, we have 3 variations and 11 versions, all united by classic aesthetic. Within this
realm, the Classics Index Automatic which carries a modern sleek ethos seems to
be quite popular. The design moves away from two-part guilloché dials and instead
uses a plain matt black dial. Applied hour markers, bevelled and tinged with
luminescent material add their charm. Hands are now sword-shaped, showcasing
stronger and bolder geometric lines. The 40 mm diameter case makes the watch
sit comfortably on the wrist.
The automatic FC-303 calibre, offering a power reserve of 38 hours powers the
watch. For the strap, there is the nubuck-finish leather strap in black that truly adds
to the pure elegance of this watch. The date window at 3 o’clock adds an
additional functionality.
Mechanical watchmaking complete with authentic automatic Swiss Made
movements was never so accessible!

BVLGARI
Together for India

The fight against Covid-19 and the disruptions that it has caused has
been a continuous and a very pertinent one. Bvlgari has been involved in
this battle by providing relief and immediate emergency responses to
mitigate the effects of the pandemic crisis. This time, the brand has made
a significant donation to Save the Children to intervene on the devastating
impact COVID-19 has in India.
In March 2021, in the wake of the second wave of the pandemic, the
situation in India was devastating. Save the Children used the funds
donated by Bvlgari to deploy actions both to support the public health
system and communities directly.
The actions taken included the following: provisioning of essential
healthcare supplies and equipment such as oxygen concentrator, oxygen
cylinder, Bi-pap machine, COVID-19 testing kit, RT-PCR, ventilator, pulse
oximeter and COVID medical kit to public healthcare facilities. The
prioritizing of oxygen management including the setting up of oxygen
plant in district and sub-district level hospitals. The setting up of temporary

COVID-19 field hospitals and care centres in collaboration with the
government, arranging ambulance and patient transportation services,
developing quarantine isolation centres at local level. The development of
child-friendly arrangements in hospitals, ambulances and quarantine
centres. The facilitation of COVID-19 treatments in designated COVID
Care and isolation centres. The support for children and families with
COVID Home Care Kits including oximeter, thermometer, steamer, face
masks, hand sanitizer, Vitamin C tablets and Vitamin D3 sachets,
paracetamol and cough syrup; the support for children and families in
quarantine through self-isolation or health facilities with access to clinical
and psychosocial counselling. The distribution of self-learning and
play-based learning kits to ensure education continuity especially for
children with families with low or no access to digital education. The
tracing of children whose parents or caregiver are affected by COVID-19
and their referral to institutional care.
The commitment continues to fight this collective battle!
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IMAGINATION
International watch-making trade show

When a watch fair takes place in the cradle of watchmaking, the world
takes notice! The first edition of IMAGINATION – OneWorld OneVision
will take place in Neuchâtel from 1st to 6th September 2021.
“Watchmaking, in all its forms, is a tradition here in Neuchâtel” says
Ms Violaine Blétry-de Montmollin, President of Neuchâtel city council.
“Hosting this trade show means celebrating the know-how of this region
and its dynamic artisan, industrial and economic sector.”
Organised by Swiss Creative Events, a company co-founded by
Carlo E. Naldi, who has already brought together independent brands,
the event seeks to unite hundreds of exhibitors. The shores of the Lake
Neuchâtel will bustle with the inherent creativity and vibrancy of the
horological world.
“With the gradual easing of lockdown restrictions in
Europe – a process that will be hopefully completed in September – we
know that international travels will be possible by then”, explains Naldi.
“It will also be the first time that the “our world” industry players will meet
again after a long time, which is no small feat, as they all want to see each
other again and discover new products and creations, regardless of
the size of the company that is launching them!” A safety plan will be
developed to ensure that both exhibitors and visitors will respect the
rules in force in the country to combat COVID-19.
OneWorld OneVision sends out a strong message that horlogerie,
jewellery, precious stones and writing instruments are one world sharing
the same vision. It combines the ethos of creative industries for which
handcrafting and artisanal independence is at the core.

JAEGER-LECOULTRE
Summer straps for Reverso

The watch with two faces has always been a versatile investment for
wearers. The aesthetics of the Reverso has always given an option of
different faces. Now, Reverso wearers can don different straps as well!
One watch, two faces and a multitude of straps! Created in partnership
with Casa Fagliano, the Manufacture has presented a new collection of
straps for the summer.
While it takes on a casual and relaxed summer vibe, the straps retain the
timeless elegance that is a characteristic of the Reverso. The roots of the
inspiration for these straps can be found in the canvas-and-leather boots
made by Casa Fagliano for summer polo. The straps blend the canvas
with soft calf leather in a choice of four seasonal shades: sandy beige,
light tan, pale blue and mid-grey. Designed by Casa Fagliano exclusively for
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the Reverso, the straps are offered in two sizes, to fit all models from the
Reverso Classic Medium, Reverso Classic Large and Reverso Tribute
collections.
The supple calf leather ensures greater comfort on the wrist. They are fitted
with Jaeger-LeCoultre’s interchangeable system that enables owners to
switch their straps with the greatest of ease, whenever they wish to change
their mood or style!
Jaeger-LeCoultre and Casa Fagliano are distinct brands united by a
common pursuit of excellence and craftsmanship. With this collaboration,
the Reverso gets another modern update that will continue to stay timeless
just like the watch itself.
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ONLY WATCH

Sl

This ONLY WATCH Edition is a nod to the past,
and an allusion to the present and future. This
is what this immaculate watch offers. This
chronograph offers a large date display, an
annual calendar, and a distinctive BiCompax
dial design. The watch is available in a 41 mm
diameter white gold case. It is presented on an
elegant calf leather strap with light blue flanks.
Two light blue counters offer an attractive
contrast to the silvered dial. It is powered by
the sophisticated CFB 1972 calibre automatic
movement, which boasts 42 hours of power
reserve. There is more than the chronograph
functionality- the watch also features an annual
calendar that displays a large date above the
centre and the month between 4 and 5
o’clock. The characteristic BiCompax display
and tachymeter scale look elegant in a
harmonious typeface. The caseback is
engraved with the words ONLY WATCH and
PIECE UNIQUE, an indication that it is the only
piece in the world of the ultimate limited
edition. This is clearly a successful combination
of modern and vintage elements!
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Iconic charity auction

ONLY WATCH is a
charity auction that is highly respected
and revered in the watchmaking world. Since the first edition
of ONLY WATCH in 2005 it has come a long way. This year,
54 brands are participating in the 9th edition of the biennial charity auction,
whose aim is to raise funds for research against Duchenne muscular
dystrophy. The generosity of the watch world has helped raise more than
70 million Euros till date, for a noble cause. The research supported by
these funds has reached the promising stage of preparation for a first
clinical trial in 2022, with the reasonable hope of changing the lives
of thousands of young people and families. Of course, everyone
is excited to see the watches. A promotional tour will start on
22 September in Monaco, at the Monaco Yacht Show,
and will end in Geneva on 6 November. The final
auction will take place on 6th November, at
Christie’s Geneva. Now, here’s a
sneak peek into some of
the timepieces for
auction…

The Monolithic Oscillator is a true technological
breakthrough. This unique, flexible oscillating
system is of the size of a traditional balance. It
has the highest possible frequency, an 80-hour
power reserve and more importantly, it is
cost-effective. It finds expression in the
Frederique Constant Slimline Monolithic
Manufacture, a three-hand with pointer date,
which is the first model to bear this
ground-breaking oscillator. Presented in a
40mm round case, the new watch features an
elegant, classic dial with a guilloché hobnail
pattern, printed Roman numerals paired with
Breguet-style hands. The pulsating oscillator of
the watch is revealed in an aperture at
6 o’clock. On the reverse side, an exhibition
caseback offers an unimpeded view of the
automatic FC-810 calibre. Its traditional
decoration combines Geneva stripes with
perlage, and the oscillating weight is
openworked. The model is available in three
limited editions: 810 pieces in stainless steel
with blue dial and 810 pieces in stainless steel
with a silver colour dial. With the Slimline
Monolithic Manufacture, Frederique Constant
introduces technical innovation that can be
greatly appreciated by those who love the
subtle nuances of the mechanics of
watchmaking! Of course, all this is enveloped
in classical refined beauty that is timeless
indeed!

HE HERMÈ
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The brand offers two new interpretations of the
HO8, both housed in a single presentation box.
The watch is resolutely contemporary and
timeless. The circular dial is housed in a
squarish case, merging angles and curves in
such a fluid and seamless manner. The first
interpretation uses titanium for the case and
bracelet and has a black gold dial, punctuated
by orange Arabic numerals. The second
version features a PVD-treated titanium case
and an orange rubber strap, which highlights
the caseback, the watch crystal seal and the
minutes track. In addition to its resistance and
comfort, the rubber strap gives a sporty vibe!
Powered by the Manufacture Hermès H1837
mechanical self-winding movement, the
watches are a veritable duo!
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Now we know how Hublot watches feature
exceptional work and innovation with materials.
This year, the translucent case cut from
sapphire impresses even more! The orange
bezel provides a clear hint of the colour code
for ONLY WATCH 2021. The dial, which is also
made from sapphire reveals the mechanics of
the new self-winding manufacture tourbillon
movement—MHUB6035— launched in
January. Also in the hue are the following: A
raised section, Superluminova on the hour and
minute hands, and the numerals, all are orange
coloured. The watch is engraved with “Pièce
Unique” and the Only Watch logo on the
sapphire back cover and comes with two
interchangeable One Click structured lined
rubber straps, one of which is transparent
and the other is orange.

Well, the Dark Lord is here, and that’s good
news indeed! You will feel the spirit of the
ultra-rare Monaco in this one-off, high-end,
carbon-cased version of the iconic
square-cased automatic chronograph. The
striking skeletonised dial that gives the watch
so much of its character is also carbon. If you
want to see the handcraftsmanship involved
in creating this watch, take a look at the
architectural dial, which was created by milling
and drilling the basic form to reveal striking
structural shapes that stretch across the face
of the watch like the struts on a racing car. A
date wheel peeks through, as does the top
side of the movement. Sitting on top of the
carbon dial are three black galvanised brass
plates that form the watch’s chronograph and
small-seconds subdials. The hint of orange
stands out against the black dial. Another
secret? The strap looks like metal but is made
of leather! A strong piece that talks of finesse in
watchmaking!

While this is just a hint of the exceptional showcase that is going to take
place, we take this moment to acknowledge that despite the disruptions of
the pandemic, Watchmakers have stayed committed to innovation and the
spirit of social responsibility!

Zenith brought acclaimed op artist
Felipe Pantone onboard to work on the most
advanced and complex chronograph from the
Manufacture. Witness how the chromatic
concept has been explored! Using the principal
of interference colours, a brealthtaking rainbow
effect has been created. Regulated by two
independent tourbillons operating at 5Hz for
the timekeeping function of the movement
and 50Hz for the 1/100th of a second
chronograph, which rotate at rates of
60 seconds and 5 seconds respectively, the
result is at once a masterful feat of
contemporary haute horlogerie and a dynamic
work of kinetic art. The case is made entirely of
transparent sapphire crystal for the first time in
the Defy collection. On the dial side, the central
hour and minute hands take on a distorted
look resembling lightning bolts, a recurring
element in Pantone’s work. The watch comes
in a special box resembling an art book,
as well as an original signed artwork by
Felipe Pantone. Technically brilliant and
electrifying!
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Let’s get Automatic!
Timeless Watches for gifting

Amidst the realm of mechanical watches, automatic
watches hold a very special place. These have
self-winding mechanisms where the wearer powers
the watch. With its built-in rotor that is powered by
the motion of one’s wrist, these timepieces are truly
energy conserving. Anyone who is fond of watches
must have a beautifully crafted automatic piece in
their collection!
There are many timeless and elegant options for
automatic watches. Fossil’s FB-01 Automatic Watch
explores the beauty of blue and grey tones on a
stainless-steel body. Skagen’s Holst Automatic on
the other hand, is minimalistic in spirit. Sleek and
sophisticated you can view the movement on the
dial. Armani Exchange’s Automatic is filled with
details like the signature Hampton logo bar, seconds
track, and stick indexes on the dial. With striking
colours like silver, black and gold, these add a touch
of glamour!
The beauty of an automatic watch is eternal. With no batteries or winding required, it is
fuss-free. It is literally a watch that is in sync with the pulse of the wearer!

FASTRACK
Reflex mode on!

One of the most fast-moving product categories for the youth brand has
been smart wearables that resonate with the young customers. The Reflex
3.0 smart band indeed has been very popular. With more than ten sports
mode trackers and around twenty watch faces which can be matched
with interchanging straps to flaunt various looks, this one is versatile. Its
0.96-inch full touch colour display allows music and camera control via
touch. The10-day battery life and water-resistance along with Heart Rate
Monitor and other features like phone finder, sleep tracker, idle alert, and
vibration alarm and more make it a complete package.
On the occasion of International Yoga Day on June 21st, it was just the
right moment to highlight the Yoga mode for this wearable.
This mode tracks all yoga movements seamlessly and measures the
relevant metrics associated with these Asanas. The Inhale screen available
lets you take some time out and breathe in and out.
The Fastrack Reflex World App, Titan’s first app designed and
developed in house from scratch is the beating heart of this band. This is
indeed a very functional app with carefully designed features to appeal to
today’s youth. The Dashboard provides a quick preview of the day
Specific sections on the App help you get detailed insights on your
performance for each of the activities with graphical
representation so that you’re not bogged down with numbers.
While the functionality is paramount, the Fastrack Reflex 3.0 Smart band
is a good-looking piece! The dual tone design is quite
appealing. The home button at the bottom of the screen curves
flawlessly into the strap for a smooth look and perfect fit.
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A united platform for watches

WATCH MARKET REVIEW

Several new Maisons and a tent will open to the public on the Rotonde du
Mont Blanc for the horological industry and the public. We expect the
environment to be abuzz with the excitement of new watch creations from
all segments of the watch world!

www.watchmarketreview.com

What is really special about the Geneva Watch Days is the unifying
approach where all elements of the watch world and all segments of the
industry are unified under one platform. It also has a strong digital arm
and in a sense this is a glimpse of the future of watch fairs. On one hand
there is robust digital communication. On the other there is a sense of
conviviality and togetherness amongst the players which manifests in the
physical fair as well when people can browse the latest collections to their
heart’s content.

ONLINE NOW....
• THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN THE WORLD OF HOROLOGY.

• PRESENTS PRODUCTS THAT REPRESENT THE BEST OF
INDUSTRIAL AND ARTISTIC DESIGN.

• EVENTS — UNIQUE ESTABLISHMENTS THAT HAVE RECENTLY
MADE THEIR DEBUTS ALONG WITH PRODUCT LAUNCHES
• ENGAGING CONVERSATIONS, INTERVIEWS, ANALYSIS,
REPORTS, SPECIAL ADVERTORIALSWITH INDUSTRY EXPERTS.
• INFORMATION AND ACCESS TO THE WORLD’S FINEST
WATCH BRANDS AND THE INDIAN TRADE.

Have you got your copy of Hours and Minutes yet?

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

₹800 in India (Regular Post)
₹1500 in India (Courier)
$ USD 260 International Subcriptions (Airmail)
Send us a cheque in favor of WATCH MARKET REVIEW or Contact us:
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Unit No. 2, Apna Ghar Building,
Ground Floor, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road,
Colaba, Mumbai - 400 005
INDIA
T: +91 22 2204 2347 / 2281 1720 / 21
E: info@watchmarketreview.com

The positive impact of vaccination programs has led to increase in
confirmations of the physical presence of brands and visitors for the event.
What’s interesting about the fair is that visits will be made at the
manufacture, boutique or hotel by private appointment only. This takes
care of the safety measures. In a sense this is a decentralized and
self-managed multi-brand watch event during which individuals can
discover timepieces.
This initiative was launched by a pool of Founding Benefactor Brands
including Bvlgari, Breitling, De Bethune, Gerald Genta, Girard-Perregaux,
Greubel Forsey, H. Moser & Cie., MB&F, Ulysse Nardin and Urwerk, which
have formed a non-profit association alongside Associated Brands:
Arnold & Son, Bianchet, Czapek, Doxa, Ferdinand Berthoud,
Frederique Constant Group, Louis Erard, Maurice Lacroix, Parmigiani,
Phillips, Oris and Reuge.
However, there will be one common area set up on the Rotonde du
Mont-Blanc. This will be where the public will converge and where
participating brands will exhibit creations. Newcomer Phillips, in
association with Bacs and Russo, the leading auction house in
horology will also be present here.
The event also took place last year, responding to the needs of the times.
This year, it is bigger and better, again evolving to fullfill its purpose. The
four-day evening event will surely be a throwback to the nostalgic days of
watch fairs, before the pandemic hit the world!

LOGICAL ONE
White gold edition
Elegant, high-precision, ne Swiss watchmaking
Featuring a supremely hand-decorated in-house movement
with revolutionary chain-and-fusee style constant-force
mechanism and push-button winding.
www.romaingauthier.com
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BREITLING
Endurance Pro IRONMAN

Breitling’s partnership with IRONMAN is something that is sure to
give fans some exceptional timepieces. And true enough, we
have here a luxury athleisure watch. On one hand it has innovative
technology and impeccable precision. On the other, it looks
colourful and vibrant!
Two exciting new watches are up for the moment. There is a red
version available globally at all Breitling boutiques and retailers,
including the website, for sports and timekeeping enthusiasts.
It has a striking red fumé dial and matching strap. The other
timepiece, that is the Endurance Pro Ironman Finisher is an

all-black version with elegant gold accents. Currently it is available
only for race finishers.
Both the watches have a 44 mm in diameter and are 12.5 mm
thick. Their cases are produced from “Breitlight”. This is a new
polymer material lighter than titanium and steel but at the same
time having a hardness which gives it significant resistance to
scratches and corrosion.
Well, athleisure gets a new meaning with these exceptional
pieces!

HUBLOT
MP-09 TOURBILLON BI-AXIS
It’s time for some colour therapy! Four new versions of the MP-09 models
have just been added to the family. What is special about the pieces is that
they represent the best in carbon and tourbillion technology. The four
editions in red, blue, yellow and green symbolize the prowess the brand
hands over crafting exceptionally functioning models!
The MP stands for Manufacture Piece. It connotes the spirit of the house
taken to an extreme - a perfect blend of functionality and aesthetics. The key
aspect of this collection is integration. Here you will see a singular idea- the
integration of the case and the Tourbillon Bi-Axis. One can well imagine the
technical challenge of the piece to create a case with a totally unique shape,
all made from curves and corners on two different planes, to present the
Tourbillon in an extraordinary way.
Machining a case made from a multi-layer composite, such as carbon
requires exceptional know-how and skill. But then, “3D Carbon” is a material
that nobody masters like Hublot! A viewer will be amazed to see the
sculpting of the case to form curves, angles and inclined planes of a rare
complexity. Thanks to the weight-saving due to use of carbon, the watch is
as light as a feather on your wrist.
Of course, the hues of yellow, blue, green and red set the family apart. The
solution-dyed 3D carbon cases have matching structured rubber straps,
hands and hour markers. Only eight numbered pieces will be made of each
version. The HUB9009.H1.RA within the watch is a manual-winding,
mechanical calibre with a 5-day power reserve. It is equipped with a bi-axial
tourbillon with a full rotation every minute for the first axis and a second
rotation every 30 seconds for the second axis. It is this hypnotic and unique
double rotation that guided the conception of this inclined case, which
shows the tourbillon at 6 o’clock, as part of a new colour, 3D carbon
architecture, with the middle and back cover in titanium, as well as a double
anti-reflective sapphire glass.
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A. LANGE & SÖHNE
The five-minute clock

It is a good time to celebrate a piece of
horological history - the five-minute clock
in the Semper Opera House. Well, this
piece has a 180-year history. Its
exceptional creator was none other than
creator Johann Christian Friedrich
Gutkaes, the apprentice master and
father-in-law of watchmaking pioneer
Ferdinand Adolph Lange. The brief given
for the clock suggested that it had to
be a curio within its category and that
it should differ from conventional
clocks and hands. The result?
A five-minute clock!
Gutkaes designed and built the clock
together with his employees, among
them his co-proprietor and future
son-in-law Ferdinand Adolph Lange.
Moreover, this clock is also special since
it inspired the design of the Lange outsize
date! As we know, the outsize date has
become iconic and has defined the brand
in several ways. It is interesting to see the
historical inspiration for the same.
For his five-minute clock, Gutkaes opted
for an innovative approach that was
unparalleled. It consisted of two
fabric-lined drums with printed numerals;
they were driven by a wheel train behind a frame with two windows. On the left side, the clock indicated the
hours with Roman numerals I to XII. On the right side, the minutes were displayed with Arabic numerals from
5 to 55. At the top of the hour, the minute aperture on the right remained blank. Later, A. Lange & Söhne
adopted this design decision in its outsize date display. There, the left-hand aperture also remained blank from
the first to the ninth day of the month.
This mechanical marvel has been rebuilt in history. In 1841, there was the inauguration of the Royal Court
Theatre by Gottfried Semper with the clock. The Opera House was destroyed in a fire in 1869. In 1896 there
was a reconstruction of the clock. After a fire during massive aerial bombardment of Dresden at the end of
World War II in the year 1945, the clock once again was destroyed. However, in 1985 The Semper Opera
House reopened with the third and current five-minute clock. The history lives on!
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